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Flexibly, espressively

Who am I who speaks from the dust, who looks from the
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Who am I who speaks from the dust, who looks from the
clay? Who hears for the mute stone, for fragile water feels with clay? Who hears for the mute stone, for fragile water feels with

finger and bone? Who for the forest breathes the evening, sees for the finger and bone? Who for the forest breathes the evening, sees for the

finger and bone? Who for the forest breathes the evening, sees for the
To Coda
2nd time

rose, who knows what the bird sings? Who am I

rose, who knows what the bird sings? Who am I

rose, who knows what the bird sings? Who am I

To Coda
2nd time

I, who for the sun fears the demon dark, in order holds atom and chaos.
atom and chaos, atom and chaos? Who am I who out of
I

nothingness has gazed on the beloved face?

no - thing- ness has gazed on the be - lov - ed face?

no - thing- ness has gazed on the be - lov - ed face?